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Cisco Capital Payment Solutions

Flexible

Innovative

Ease your digital transformation with
flexible payment solutions
Cisco creates solutions built on intelligent networks that solve our customers’
challenges. Cisco® Capital delivers leading-edge payment solutions in over
100 countries* to support our business partnership.
Together, we remove complexity and create outcomes to differentiate your
business and support your success.
We can help you:
• Drive business outcomes
• Accelerate innovation
• Adapt to market dynamics, faster with flexible payment options tailored to your specific
business needs
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Agile

Explore payment options
• Total solution financing for Cisco
hardware, software and services,
including partner provided services, and
complementary third-party equipment
• Extended payment terms, cost-effective
access to working capital and larger
credit lines for qualified partners
• Cisco-certified remanufactured
equipment, a strategic lever and
cost-effective, environmentally friendly
solution through Cisco Refresh
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Payment solutions for you

Transformational models

Traditional models

Acquiring technology has never been easier.
Cisco Capital® payment solutions are designed
to be flexible, innovative, and agile, so you can
focus on your business objectives. We can help
you realize the full benefits of Cisco technology
today, and in the future, and pay for it in the way
that best suits your requirements.

• Bundled solutions: Learn how to combine Cisco
hardware, software, services, subscriptions, and
third-party solutions

• Finance and operating leases
• Services financing
• Technology migration
• Assignment structures for partners

Get started today
Contact your local Cisco or Cisco Capital team for a personalized financing solution.
Please note that offers may vary by country.
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